The paper contributes to the design and implementation of the ultrasonic positioning system based on new multifunctional hardware components, newly released. A moving object coordinates' determination is described analytically and a matrix equation in respect to unknown coordinates with coefficients, measurement distances, is derived. Stages of data packet processing are formulated, and a pseudo pyramid of measurement distances is built. HX7TR multifunctional ultrasonic devises, transceivers, are used to implement the positioning system. A C# program source code for coordinate determination and 3D visualization is created. The algorithm for moving object coordinate computation, and its program realization as well as HX7TR ultrasonic devises can be used in development of indoor ultrasonic positioning systems embedded in IoT and robotics applications.
Introduction
The information for location of moving and stationary objects is of particular importance in many scientific and industrial areas of human activities, robotics, storage and stock management, costumer services, remote control, medicine, etc. It stimulates active research and design of local positioning systems with varied applications. Different technologies based on propagation properties of radio, optical and acoustic waves are applied [1] [2] [3] [4] . The accent in the present work is on acoustic waves, considering their properties such as slow propagation speed, negligible penetration in walls and low cost of the transducers. Based on their measurement capabilities as high precision (a few millimetres) and short distance, ultrasound systems are appropriate for indoor application. The distances between ultrasonic devices (transceivers), are calculated by multiplication of a signal's Time-Of-Flight (TOF) between devices with the speed of the sound.
A summary analysis of different tracking systems, basic principles, methods, structures and tracking algorithms are suggested in [5] . Recently, algorithms for object positioning based distances' measurements have been developed, for example, Least Squares (LS) algorithm implemented in Matlab [6] , indoor localizing algorithm based on bi-phase measurements for wireless sensor networks [7] . Comparison of hybrid localization schemes using rssi, toa, and tdoa are discussed in [8] .
In [9] [10] [11] [12] there are presented an active tracking system using an ultrasonic sensing device and IEEE 802.15.4 compatible radio in wireless sensor networks, and an indoor positioning system using TOF of the ultrasonic signal to estimate the distance between a receiver node and a transmitter node.
Indoor positioning systems using ultrasound-localizing pulses demonstrate a great diversity in their topologies and applications. Design and evaluation of a robust indoor ultrasound location system and broadband ultrasonic location systems for improved indoor positioning are discussed in [13, 14] . Multi position tracking system with ultrasonic sensor modules applying positioning technique based on transmissions from independent ultrasound beacons, and a person-tracking mobile robot using an ultrasonic positioning system are discussed in [15, 16] . A passive mobile positioning system is able to locate itself using the signatures of the received ultrasound signals and shifts in the periodicities of the signals due to the Doppler effect, to estimate its location and velocity [17] .
Hybrid ultrasound and wireless system applications are of great interest for researchers. Modern cellular phones have properties of transmitting and receiving ultrasonic tones between 20-22 kHz with minimal distortion. It means that mobile devices like smartphones and tablets passes ultrasonic positioning capabilities. An indoor ultrasonic location tracking system that can utilize off-the-shelf audio speakers to provide precise indoor position data to modern mobile devices are presented in [18] [19] [20] . In [21] capabilities of a tracking technique based on ultrasonic beacons and Android applications aimed to the personal privacy are discussed. A survey on localization for mobile wireless sensor networks is suggested in [22] . Collaborative context-aware indoor positioning techniques and indoor localization without infrastructure using the acoustic background spectrum are presented in [23] [24] [25] .
In contrast to aforementioned ultrasound measurement systems, in the present work an ultrasound positioning system is analysed, implemented and dynamically visualized based on ultrasound transceivers' measurements. Matrix equations with unknowns, coordinates of moving object and coefficients, measurement distances, are derived. Stages of data packet processing are presented, and a pseudo pyramid of measured mutual distances between transceivers and distances to the moving object is constructed. HX7TR multifunctional ultrasonic transceivers are used to implement the positioning system. A C# program source code for coordinate determination and 3D visualization is implemented.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an analytical description of the moving target coordinates' determination is given. In Section 3, experimental scenario description and stages of data packet processing are 153 discussed. In Section 4, a definition of the square based pyramid formed by edges and vertexes of the full oriented and weighted graph is given, C# program implementation of 3D dynamic visualization of ultrasonic measurement system are illustrated. In Section 5, conclusion remarks are derived.
Analytical description of the moving object coordinates' determination
Consider a positioning system that consists of n +1 ultrasonic transceivers placed in a 3D coordinate system. It is assumed that one of the elements is with unknown coordinates and possibly moving, others n transceivers are with preliminary defined coordinates and possibly stationary. Determination of the current coordinates of a moving object is based on n distance measurements between n stationary transceivers and a moving object. The distance measured from ith transceiver with known coordinates to the moving object with unknown coordinates, i.e., i-th measurement, is defined by
are the known coordinates of i-th transceiver,
are the current unknown coordinates of the moving object designated by (n +1)-th transceiver, p denotes the moment of the measurements as well as the number of data packet containing values of n measurements.
The distance measured from j-th transceiver with known coordinates to the moving object with unknown coordinates, i.e., j-th measurement, is defined by
are the coordinates of j-th transceiver.
Square both sides of the Equation (1). The square distance from i-th transceiver with known coordinates to the moving object can be calculated by equation
. Similarly, square both sides of the Equation (2). The square distance from j-th transceiver with known coordinates to the moving object with unknown coordinates can be calculated by equation
Expressions (3) and (4) represent analytical geometrical equations of spheres with centers placed on the positions of the transceivers with known coordinates.
Based on n measurements of distances, determined by ) ( p R i and ) ( p R j , a redefined system of n equations for determination of moving object's coordinates,
can be defined. For unambiguous determination of the moving object's coordinates, minimum three measurements by three transceivers have to be completed. The system of equations can be linearized in respect of the 154 unknown coordinates by mutual subtraction of composed equations defined by (3) and (4) . Subtraction of Equation (4) for )
yields the following generalized deferential equation:
Then the Equation (5) can be rewritten as (8) ,
, ,
It has to be underlined that the solution of the system (8) 
x p x p x p x p x p x p  . The full number of distance differences, K is equal to the number of combinations of two measurements among n measurements without repetition and calculated by the next combinatory expression:
where n ≥ 3 denotes the number of measurements (transceivers with known coordinates), 2  k denotes the number of measurements (transceivers) in one combination without repetition.
Indices i and j are used to determine combinations of two transceivers' measurements without repetition. Does not matter how to define intervals of indices i and j in order to determine the number of full combinations without repetition K, e.g., i = [1, …, n -1], and j = [2, …, n] or i = [2, …, n], and j = [1, …, n -1]. A Limited number of combinations are used. For unambiguous determination of unknown coordinates the minimum number of combinations, i.e., the number of differential Equations (8) is three.
For the purposes of the experiment accomplished in the present work it is assumed that the number, n of distance measurements (transceivers-moving object) that constitute the data packet is n = 4.
If i and j accept values in intervals as follows i = [2, …, 4], and j = [1, …, 3], the full number of distance differences is K = 6. Three distance differences are chosen to compose differential equations. Then based on Equation (8) the linear system of equations can be written - 
The system of linear Equations (10), (11) , and (12) can be expressed in matrix form as (15)   2  2  2  2  1  2  1  2  21  21  21  2  2  2  2  31  31  31  1  3  1  3   2  2  2  2  4,1 4,1 4,1 is the position vector of the moving object with unknown coordinates, A is the matrix of the transceivers' coordinates differences, D(p) is the matrix of square distances to the moving object and square modules of measurement transceivers' position vectors.
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Multiply both sides of (16) with (A) T , i.e.,
TT ( ) . ( ) ( ) . ( ). pp  A A r A D The vector-coordinates of a moving object can be computed by the expression
, where (A) + is the pseudo inverse matrix of the matrix A.
As the columns of the matrix A are independent, the pseudo inverse matrix is computed by the expression (20) . 
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  It is worth noting that the matrix Equation (21) provides solution for the coordinates x(p) and y(p) of the moving point. Given x(p) and y(p), the coordinate z(p) is calculated from one of the square Equations (3) or (4). In case Equation (3) is used both solutions for the third coordinate z(p) is given by equation
where the index i may accept any value in the interval from 1 up to 4.
The sign  is chosen in accordance with the position of the moving object in the coordinate system of observation and orientation of the plane where stationary transceivers are located. In practice, the coordinate system of observation and position of the moving object are defined in a first (positive) quadrant of the coordinate space. Then the sign is chosen "+".
Experimental scenario and stages of data packet processing
The experimental set-up of the Hexamite ultrasonic positioning system is presented on Fig. 1 . The system is composed of five ultrasonic HX7TR devises designed for indoors or clear-weather outdoor operations. The HX7TR12-IP42 broad beam transceiver, times the flight of a longitudinal (ultrasonic) wave from itself to other similar devices within range. Time of flight, determines distance to the nearest object as well as distance to targeted points. The HX7 transceiver is capable of serving as ultrasonic transmitter and/or ultrasonic receiver. Power spatial distribution as a beam pattern of the ultrasonic transceiver is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. HX7TR beam pattern
The maximal distance, 16 m covered by HX7TR is measured at 0° and normalized maximal power of 0 dB. In the spatial angle of 120° the distance is limited to 10.7 m. A Monitor/Synchronizer HX7MS that defines the order of measurements and transfer of data to the processing center performs synchronization of the functionality of all ultrasonic devices and data processing.
Hexamite HX7 Specification (http://www.hexamite.com/hx7trSpec.html) is used as a hardware measurement platform. When the system is powered, the transceivers start emitting and receiving ultrasonic pulses with 40 kHz carrier frequency and 5 ms pulse duration. This way the hardware platform forms data packets and sends them by 2.5 GHz RF to Processing Center (PC). Each data packet consists of 40 measurements (4 mutual connectionsedges  2 measurements  5 ultrasonic devisesvertexes) and forms an oriented and weighted graph. Each vertex of the graph has 4 incident edges. The length of the edge is formed from two measurements forward and backward between two neighbor vertexes. When first data packet is fully formed, (all 40 measurements are received on the PC) then the first processing step is to determine which points are stationary and which of them is a moving point.
If two incident edges of a particular vertex have lengths equal or differ by plus/minus 10 mm, then this vertex is accepted as a stationary point's candidate. Applying this approach to the initial data packet no more than four stationary points' candidates are determined. The data packet from 40 measurements is formed in order of arrival of each ultrasound measurement.
Measurement basis's determination and coordinates' calculation of a moving object
The four stationary points' candidates form a square of a base pseudo pyramidal. To represent these 4 points in 3D space it is assumed that their common z coordinate is zero. Ranges between each couple of vertices are averaged to form single precise distances. Then, in order to find their x, y coordinates the following data block is processed (Table 1 ). First measurement in data block of stationary points is from 23 (point B2) to 22 (point B1) with length of 972 mm. A detached coordinate system is formed and point 22 (point B1) is put on a position with coordinates x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, the origin of the coordinate system (x, y, 0), and point 23 is put on a position with coordinates x = 972, y = 0, z = 0 (on Ox axis). The second measurement in data block is from 25 to 22 with length of 969 mm. Because in previous step the point 22 is already positioned with coordinates (0, 0, 0), point 23 is positioned on Ox axis, then point 25 (point B4) is put on a position x = 0, y = 969, z = 0 (on Oy axis). The third measurement with length of 980 mm and forth measurement with length of 975 mm in data block determine the position of the last point 24 (point B3) with coordinates x = 980, y = 975, z = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3. Determination of pyramid base points coordinates
Based on the notations in Fig. 3 the matrix equation (15) can be expressed as (23)   2  2  2  1  2  21  21  2  2  2  2  3  3  1  3  3  3   2  2 Finally, the first four points (32 measurements) that are already positioned are removed from the original data packet (40 measurements). The rest of eight measurements represent four distances measured twice between stationary points (stationary vertexes of the graph) and the 5th moving point (moving vertex of the graph). Ranges between each couple of vertices are averaged to form single precise distances. It allows minimizing errors of measurements. As soon as the p-th data packet arrives, distances measured between each couple of vertexes are averaged. Averaged distance measurements of the pseudo pyramid's basis, and averaged range differences between four points of the pseudo pyramid's basis and a moving point are considered constant in the moment of measurement; they are used to constitute the matrix Equation (15) , which solution defines coordinates of unknown moving point. This assumption is applicable in two scenarios. The object with unknown coordinates is displaced from one position to another position, and for each stationary position, measurements are performed. The maximal achievable velocity of the object, (e.g., robot) is less than 0.2 m/s and ultrasonic HX7 measurement pulse duration is 5 ms, then the displacement at the moment of measurement is less than 1 mm.
Substitute the data from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in (23) . The following matrix equation can be written: As follow from the matrix equation (25) the solution of (18) is only for unknown coordinates x(p) and y(p). The solution of the third coordinate z(p) for p-th data packet is calculated by (21).
5.
Square-based pyramid visualization and program implementation 5.1. Square-based pyramid visualization Initial state of the ultrasonic system HX7 devices, visualized as an oriented and weighted graph with edges marked by current measured distances and vertexes is presented in Fig. 5a . Тhe ultrasonic devices' numbers are shown next to the vertex and the ranges between devices in millimeters is written on the edges. State after displacement of the moving device visualized by an oriented and weighted graph with edges and vertexes is illustrated in Fig. 5b . As can be seen, there is displacement in the position of the point 21 in respect to the square pyramid basis. It means that this point is a moving object in the space, registered in time by calculation of particular number of data packets. 
Program implementation
The fragment of the source code of the application called HX7 Render is presented in Fig. 6 . It is developed in C# Programming Language using Microsoft.NET Application source code is published under GNU General Public License Version 3, GitHub Repository (https://github.com/dimitarminchev/Hexamite). Fig. 6 . Fragment of the source code
Conclusion
In the paper design and implementation of an ultrasonic positioning system based on multifunctional hardware components, newly released have been discussed. Moving object coordinates' determination has been analytically described. Matrix equations in respect of unknown coordinates of a moving object with coefficients and measurement distances has been derived. An experimental set-up has been established and described, and stages of data packet processing have been formulated. A pseudo pyramid based on measurement distances and calculated coordinates of the moving object has been built dynamically. HX7TR multifunctional ultrasonic devises, transceivers, have been used to implement the positioning system. A C# program implementation for the coordinate determination and dynamic 3D visualization is created. The computation algorithm and its program realization as well as HX7TR ultrasonic devises can be used in development of indoor ultrasonic positioning systems embedded in different IoT systems and robotics applications.
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